
ELB preserved IP operation guide for AWS ICP Recordal  

According to the authenticity rule of the recordal information by Chinese Ministry of 

Industry and Information Technology, the real IPs of your website resolved by DNS 

must be corresponding to the IP information when you filling the ICP recordal 

application, when there is inconsistency, the ISP providers or the Communications 

Authority may disconnect your website access or cancel the ICP recordal, it may result 

in your website to be abnormal. Therefore, when submitting ICP recordal application, 

please ensure the accuracy of the IP addresses you provide. The IP addresses you filled 

in must be AWS assigned IP addresses, use of non-AWS-assigned IP filing the 

application, will not be approved. Meanwhile, if you would like to change the IP 

addresses for ICP recordal, the ICP recordal change process will take about 20 days, in 

order to avoid unnecessary impact on the business, we recommend you to use a more 

stable IP type for ICP recordal.   

ELB Preserved IP    

You may need to use the ELB to publish your web service, by default, the IP addresses 

that ELB services provided may be changed in some circumstances, such as ELB scaled 

in or scaled out based on workload. The released IP addresses will be returned to the IP 

address pool and cannot be guaranteed that you can use them again. To avoid this 

scenario may impact ICP recordal, based on the estimated size of your web service's 

traffic, AWS will help you to preserve a certain number of public IP and bound to the 

ELB. Depending on the load changes, some or all preserved IP addresses will be used 

by ELB to provide service. So you need to use all preserved IP addresses for IP recordal. 

If the service provided by your ELB require ICP recordal, you first need to apply for 

preserved IP, and then use the preserved IP list provided by AWS for ICP recordal 

application.   

For example:   



   

     

   

Choose the Region  

Please check the region when you login the account, you can choose the region via 

the button at the top right-hand corner. Then go ahead the process to get IP address.  

Note: If you are in one region, you cannot check the services of another region.  

ELB preserved IP operation steps   

1.  Create an ELB, record the ELB DNS name Please refer to following document for 

detail steps:   

http://docs.amazonaws.cn/en_us/ElasticLoadBalancing/latest/DeveloperGuid 

e/gsec2VPC.html   



     

   

   

2. Apply for preserved IP   

Create a support case in:  https://console.amazonaws.cn/support :   

a. For an user who doesnt purchase any support plans, please create an   

“Account and Billing Support” support case, and choose “Account”  in 

“Service”, and “Compliance & Accreditations (ICP)”in“Category”.   

   



   
b. For an user who purchases a support plan (developer, business or enterprise), 

please create a “Technical Support” case, and choose “Elastic Load 

Balancing(ELB)” in “Service” and “General Guidance” in “Category”, fill 

full ELB DNS name accordingly, and choose  General Guidance” in 

“Severity”:   

   

The following sections are the same for all users:   



Subject：Please enable preserved IP addresses for ELB.   

Description：   

ELB DNS name: <Your ELB DNS Name>  

Region(Beijing or Ningxia):  

Traffic data OR request rate expected at surge(in Requests Per Second): 200   

Average amount of data passing through the ELB per request/response pair(In   

Bytes): 10KB   

Are keep-alives used on the back-end?  Yes   

Percent of traffic using SSL termination on the ELB:  0%   

Number of AZ's that will be used for this event/load balancer:  2   

    

   

   
Please note we’ll use above default values to submit your ELB preserved IP request, if 

you require different values for your ELB, you could change the corresponding 

parameters above before submitting request.   

   



3. Obtain preserved IP list   

AWS support team will enable preserved IP for ELB according your request.  After 

preserved IP enabled, AWS support team will send the ELB preserved IP list to you 

via the support case. You need to fill all the preserved IP addresses in ICP recordal 

application.    

If the ELB with preserved IP is deleted, the preserved IP addresses will be released, 

and cannot be guaranteed that you can use them again. So if you need to delete 

the ELB has been used for ICP recordal or still in ICP recordal process, we 

recommend you caution for confirmation before you delete it.    

   


